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Von abgemeldet

to new beginnings

A.N.: Das wäre der Prolog und der ultimative Beginn meiner Fanfiction.
Viel Spaß euch beim Lesen! Und nicht vergessen: Kommi dalassen!
*Milch und Kekse hinstell*
_________________________________________________

„Jackpot!!“
President Ahn shouted with great enthusiasm as glasses clattered together. Loud pop
music was coming out of the stereo boxes and everyone seemed to be happy to
finally celebrate the end of this season’s touring.

Mi Nam had had no problems joining the group and learning the lyrics and melodies.
So after all the stress with all the scandals the A.N.Jell group members finally came to
a rest.

“Yeah, you really rocked them tonight... and after the break, when Tae Kyung comes
back from Africa... you’ll all be even more popular with the release of the new singles
and all... I’m really proud of you all...”

President Ahn was making his usual speech but nobody really listened. They all
seemed at least confident to rest a bit and even Tae Kyung was smiling as if someone
had declared everyone to shower five times a day and to only touch something if they
had used disinfection spray before. Scary... somehow. But everyone knew that he was
only that happy because he would be sitting in a plane to Africa by tomorrow, visiting
Mi Nyu there.

“Hey, Tae Kyung!... You’re really lucky to have some sun for your complexion, it really
will suit you. I also wouldn’t say no to a bit sunny-flavoured skin...” Jeremy complained
with his best I’m-too-cute-to-be-true-voice. “but you really have to send her our best
wishes!”

“Speaking of his sister... has anybody seen Mi Nam anywhere around here?”, asked
President Ahn with a look trough the club.
“I think I my have seen him with Hee Yi earlier, but I don’t know where they went...”,
Jeremy again answered him, as if he would be the only one there with him, since the
other two where more or less absent. Shin Woo was sitting next to him, calm as
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always.

“Okay, okay, guys... then I’ll be leaving you alone for now. Enjoy the party.You really
did a good job!”, the President said, walking of to some people he seemed to know.
That left the three men sitting there.

*Jeremy*

Sitting in the middle of a I’m-so-not-gonna-talk-cause-I’m-calm-and-cool Shin Woo and
a I’m-so-making-you-all-jealous-cause-I’m-the-one-to-visit-her Tae Kyung, he really
thought he could call the mood a bit weird.
“So...what are we going to do now, huh?...Dancing or something?”, he finally asked to
chill the situation a bit.
No response. Great.

“Oookay, guys. I’m going to grab a beer...”
Really. No way he was going to spend the whole night with the two of them alone,
holding monologue. Since the thing with Mi Nyu, Shin Woo and Tae Kyung really
weren’t talking that much with each other.

Well, if it was only the talking he could have dealed with it but Tae Kyung acted
arrogant as ever and of course you couldn’t change the fact that he didn’t exactly try
to hide his satisfaction he was feeling because of his relationship with Mi Nyu.

And Shin Woo? He was even more silent these days. Okay, he never really was a
chatterbox but he just seemed really absent lately. Propably he was still not over her.
However, Jeremy wasn’t going to join them expressing their depressing mood
tonight. So he grabbed his beer and made his way to the dancefloor.

*Tae Kyung*

“So you have something you’ll do in our holiday break, Shin Woo?”, Tae Kyung asked
trying to make at least a bit of converstaion, since the chance of this situation turning
from weird to awkward increased up to 97,3%.

“No, Tae Kyung. But I’m really glad that you have something you’ll do in our holiday
break.”, he responded. Okay, clearly, that was ironc but still he could somehow
understand him. (Hey, one get’s the girl and the other one nothing. That’s not fair!...)

“So... I guess I am glad that you’re glad about it...”
They sat in silence. Again.

Actually he had to commit, that his attitude towards Shin Woo hadn’t been that
friendly lately and he was beginning to feel somehow that he owed him an
explanation or something. Damn conscience.

“See, Shin Woo...I really feel like I should tell you that I’m happy to be with Go Mi Nyu
now and that you... acknowledge it...”
If that wasn’t a progress in being polite and nice and friendly and all...
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Again. A moment of silence. Maybe it hadn’t been so much of a progress...

“I know that you like her... and maybe it is good for her too”
Okay, if that wasn’t surprising coming from Shin Woo. Tae kyung was utterly baffled.
“I thought you were that angry at me...”, he asked a bit confused.

“I was, at first. But I spent much time thinking about everything and I think it’s time to
leave that all behind me. Being always around people like Jeremy... it’s hard to keep in
a depression, so... I think I’m gonna change that, Tae Kyung...”

At first, Tae Kyung came to the conclusion that Shin Woo might turned totally nuts
but than he thought about what he’d said and it seemed to make at least sense.
“And when did you come to that conclusion?”, he managed to ask.
“Actually, about five minutes ago”, he responded. And then he stood up and
disappeared in the direction where Jeremy had left earlier.

Appearing out of nowhere with a surprisingly cheered-up-smile on the dancefloor,
Shin Woo joined the Blonde in what should propably look like dancing, even though
Jeremy’s cute up and down swinging looked more like and advertise moves for
antidepressiants.

“So you declared your depression for over, hyung?”, Jeremy was asking him, more
shouting than speaking.
“I guess I did”
“So you’re yourself again for now, hyung?”, he asked as they got closer.
“I guess so”
“That’s good because then we will not only celebrate our holidays but also the end of
your depression time together.”

And after months seeing not any honest smile from Shin Woo, this one now even
seemed to be brighter and sweeter than ever.
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